
When years end, “they make you realize what you’ve had, what

you’ve  lost, and what you’ve taken for granted.” The academic year

2021-22, was not an easy time for many, and very difficult for most.

But, from whichever angle you would like to look at it, it has been a

learning experience without exception, for all. We have made it to

the other side of it, onto another new beginning - full of verve and

resolutions, to make it better than the last one. Like every March,

there have been changes this month in TKS; we have had to let

some Kalyaniites go - both teachers and students, for various

unavoidable reasons - some have already left, and our Grade XII

batch of 2022 are spreading their wings to take flight. However, we

also had the pleasure of welcoming many new members on board. It

is always difficult to let go of the people and all those things we

love, but we also believe that the only way - is the way forward. So

come, let’s press the ‘Play’ button and let life surprise us.  
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On 12th and 13th of March, the

Kalyaniites participated in the District

Selection Karate Competition. We

proudly announce the names of the

students who have made their mark in it.

Aaradhya Pote of II D, Aanya Saraf of III

C, Swarali Raskar of IV B, Arnav Pote of

IV B, Ritkri Adwaith of V D, Tanmay

Kargupta of VI D, and Aanya Ranjit of VI

B were proud winners of medals for their

excellent performances. Aakash Garg of

VII A passed his Black Belt Exam, which

was also conducted on the same day.

Kudos to all!

We congratulate our Sports Facilitator

Beena Ma'am, who has received the

Shiv Chhatrapati State Sports Award.

She was honoured by Pune Mayor

Murlidhar Mohan for her commendable

performance. We are proud to have her

on our team. 

They Do Us Proud



Angelina Joseph of Grade XI Humanities 

 is our Champ of the month. The

prestigious magazine Sports Champ, in

its March issue has featured her

accomplishments and endeavours in the

sport of Handball. In an exclusive

interview, she spoke about her family,

inspirations and highlights of her journey.

We Kalyaniites are proud of her

achievements.

Aayush Gosavi of Grade IV, participated

in the Under-12 Dilip Vengsarkar Varroc

Cup Cricket League matches that began

from the 25th of Feb. This tournament

was held at the Dilip Vensarkar Cricket

Academy Ground, in Pune. He

represented the Aryans Under-12. Ayush

scored a total of 54 runs in 42 balls

(including 4 4s) in the match. His team

reached the semi-finals. His overall runs

were 98.

They Do Us Proud



Our Creative Talents



‘Art is the best medium for celebrating uniqueness. It has the power to
transform, illuminate, educate, inspire and motivate.' With this in view, the
students of the Primary Section participated in a virtual Art Exhibition,
'Creative Expressions'. The children of Grades IV-V engaged in the activity
on 20th of February '22 and those of Grades I- III, on 4th of March, '22. The
Exhibition was an amalgamation of art mediums and portraits; and the
impact of colour on our emotions and feelings. The students showcased
their creativity and imagination with 'Dots and Types of Dots', 'Lines in
Nature through Sceneries and Landscapes', Gestural Sketches, Still-Life
Sketches, Imagination Paintings, Doodle-Scribble and many other art
styles.
The presentations were a visual pleasure as it brought together the
beautiful artwork curated by the children under the guidance of their Art
teachers. It was an evening where we saw creativity exploding in every
piece of art. It helped to bring forth the young artists' innate skills, to hone
their creative genius, and to provide the right platform to display the varied
and beautiful works of Art prepared by them, throughout the academic
year. The students worked hard to produce the final pieces for the
exhibition and visibly impressed the audience with scores of bright,
colourful drawings. The Art Department coordinated very well, and worked
diligently and conscientiously, to present an event of this stature and was
duly appreciated by the Management and parents.

Our Creative Talents



On 16th, 17th and 28th of March, the Kalyani School campus became the venue of a Blood
Donation drive, which was organized by the Management in collaboration with the
medical staff of Noble Hospital. Teachers, parents and staff all became a part of this

commendable initiative, and came forward voluntarily, to donate blood and celebrate
life. The necessary arrangements were made in the Centre for Performing Arts, where the

hospital and school staff joined forces to make sure that the drive was conducted
seamlessly. 



National Science Day is celebrated every year in India on 28th of February, to mark the
discovery of ‘Scattering of Light’ famously known as ‘The Raman Effect’, by the Indian
physicist, Sir C. V. Raman, in 1928. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
discovery. Other than the Raman Effect, Sir C.V. Raman is also remembered for his major
contributions in the field of vibration and sound, musical instruments, ultrasonic
diffraction, metrological and colloid optics, photo-electricity, x-ray diffraction,
magnetism and dielectrics.
National Science Day is always celebrated with great enthusiasm in The Kalyani School.
Students are given freedom to explore different topics of Science. To celebrate Science
Day, the students of Grades VI to XII prepared videos on the topics - Myth-busters,
Science in the Kitchen and Superstitions vs. Science. They also participated in the Online
Nearpod Quiz on Science Day. The Science Department has started the Innovation Club
and conducted a Logo Design Competition for it. A Scientist's talk was also presented on
MS Teams. The Science Day at the school was conducted with the objective of learning
Science in a practical and fun-filled way. The enthusiasm shown by the children at the
end of the day, proved that the objective was effectively achieved.

NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY 2022 



Graduation Day
On 16th of March, the Kalyaniites experienced a day full of mixed feelings and
nostalgia, when they gathered to bid farewell to the outgoing batch of Grade
XII and a few students of Grade X. They will be leaving the school for a bigger
world after the Board Exams in April, and the Management, Teachers and the
Junior Batches of students lovingly put together a multi coloured
programme, to honour them. Each out-going student was felicitated with a
citation, a memento and a school sash. Grade XI students presented a
heartwarming skit, reflecting the stress in the lives of students at this age.
Though it was a humorous presentation, it portrayed an honest and poignant
picture of their lives. There were dance and musical presentations too, which
were also thoroughly enjoyed by the audience. The teachers of the Senior
Classes had prepared a hilarious video which created some side-splitting
moments. Addressing the students, Deeksha Ma’am and Nirmal Ma’am said
that they will always be proud of the children’s resilience during the last two
years of crisis, and of their feat in coming out of the period triumphantly. They
wished them a happy journey ahead, and requested them to be in touch with
their Alma Mater in every growing phase of their lives. A few student-
representatives and parents also spoke on the occasion, and expressed their
respect and gratitude, for the contribution of the school throughout their
journey. The day ended with lively dance and music, and all the students
and teachers let their hair down and enjoyed their last moments together.



Graduation Day Glimpses



Graduation Day Glimpses



WELCOME TO THE
TKS FAMILY

On 19th of March, the new family of The Kalyani School teachers and staff met at the
Centre for Performing Arts, for the Induction Programme. The day began with Deeksha
Ma’am and Nirmal Ma’am welcoming everyone on board to begin a new academic year
with verve and camaraderie. Through some ice- breaking games the teachers of different
Departments got to know each other, and then interacted over tea and snacks during break
time. The VPs, Academic Coordinators, Heads of different Departments and Form Teachers
were announced by Nirmal Ma’am and then she walked the teachers through the School
Mission and Vision and apprised everyone about the school policies and Lesson Plan
criteria. The HR Department introduced the staff to the school Code of Conduct and Leave
Policies. It was also announced that this year’s topic for the Mad about series will be Arts.
The school will host ‘Mad about the Arts’ in the month of December. 19th of March was the
first of a week-long training session that the new and old teachers attend, to make sure
that the coming year is fruitful for the children. 



She explained that even if there is no history of
Breast Cancer in a family, it is mandatory for a

woman to take self-tests regularly, to make sure she
is safe, so that if there is any symptom noticed at an

early stage, it can be cured completely without
much ado. She spoke in details about the

treatment, about the various centres in and around
the city, and about the test facilities they provide
that are painless and free of charge. The teachers

asked her a few pertinent questions to clarify their
doubts after the presentation. Later, Mrs. Koppikar
stated that she has arranged a free checkup session
for all the staff of The Kalyani School at her centre.
She also arranged to send nurses from her facility,
to give a similar orientation to the house-keeping

staff, and to give a live demo of how to conduct the
self-tests. She distributed pamphlets and asked

everyone to spread awareness through them, to a
larger audience. The session was very well received
by the staff, and once again it was established that
the Management of TKS is deeply concerned about

the physical, mental and emotional health of all
Kalyaniites.  

On 8th of March, The Kalyani School teachers
celebrated Women’s Day in a very special way. The
Management organized a talk on Breast Cancer and
its prevention, by Mrs. Laleh Busheri Koppikar, the
founder of Prashanti Cancer Care Mission. Cancer is
a dreaded term and is still considered a taboo word,
even among the educated gentry of today’s world.
So much so, that people fear to do a regular
checkup, fearing the worst. The objective of the
workshop was to establish that Medical Science has
made such progress in the last decade, that treating
and curing diseases like Breast Cancer completely,
is possible if it is detected in time. Mrs. Koppikar
gave a very detailed presentation to explain how to
find out whether a woman has a genetic or
environmental possibility of getting the disease, so
that necessary steps can be taken to prevent it from
occurring, or from spreading. 

Happy Women’s Day



On 21st of March, the teachers attended a workshop conducted by Ms. Maithili Apte, C.A.,
on the importance of knowing how to manage finance in our day to day life. Through a
well illustrated PPT, she explained why everyone, especially women, should be aware of
what to do with the money they earn, how much to save and what to invest. She broke
some common myths about investment methods, and stated that it should be started at an
early age, since no one knows when things might get difficult. She spoke about the various
tax-saving schemes and walked through the most reliable ones. While speaking about the
Share Market and Mutual Fund investments, she apprised everyone about the risk factors
and said that one should be aware about why they are investing and what they target to
achieve in the long run. The workshop was very informative and the attendees left with
rich takeaways from the session. 

Finance and Women 
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